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3G Concepts – Slot & Frame Synchr onizatio n
 New

• Slot & Frame Synchronization plays aSlot & Frame Synchronization plays a VERY importantVERY important role in 3G-WHYrole in 3G-WHY

Secondary SCHSecondary SCH

Primary SCHPrimary SCH

10 ms Frame10 ms Frame 10 ms Frame10 ms Frame

For Slot SynchronizationFor Slot Synchronization

For Frame SynchronizationFor Frame Synchronization

1. During UE switch on to 1. During UE switch on to Obtain the Serving CellObtain the Serving Cell

2. During Idle mode to find better cells to camp on2. During Idle mode to find better cells to camp on

Used to Search for Cells ( Cell Search )Used to Search for Cells ( Cell Search )

3. During Active Mode to find 3. During Active Mode to find soft/softer handover candidatessoft/softer handover candidates
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The P-SCH is sent on a The P-SCH is sent on a ‘predefined cod‘predefined code’ and once the UE finds e’ and once the UE finds this code, itthis code, it

has achieved SLOT SYNCHRONOZATIONhas achieved SLOT SYNCHRONOZATION

(the UE now knows when is the start (the UE now knows when is the start of each time slot!!)of each time slot!!)

- - Since the USince the UE knows whE knows when Each timeen Each timeslot starts, it can extracslot starts, it can extract the S-SCH t the S-SCH codecode

- - IF a combination of 15 of these S-SIF a combination of 15 of these S-SCH group is one of the 64 codCH group is one of the 64 code groups, The UEe groups, The UE

is said to is said to have achieved Frame Synchronizationhave achieved Frame Synchronization

( remember! there are 64 code groups, each with 8 Primary Scrambling Codes!!)( remember! there are 64 code groups, each with 8 Primary Scrambling Codes!!)

- - With the the knowWith the the known code group, the Un code group, the UE can will only need to try 8 Primary ScrE can will only need to try 8 Primary Scramblingambling

codes onto the CPICH channel to Find the MATCHcodes onto the CPICH channel to Find the MATCH

(the UE Now knows the Primary Scrambling code of this (the UE Now knows the Primary Scrambling code of this Cell!!)Cell!!)

During power on, the UE will do the During power on, the UE will do the above the identify the best cell above the identify the best cell to camp onto.to camp onto.

During the Idle mode, the UE will do the above to look for good candidates for cell reselectionDuring the Idle mode, the UE will do the above to look for good candidates for cell reselection

During Dedicated mode, the UE will do the above to During Dedicated mode, the UE will do the above to look for good candidates for look for good candidates for handoverhandover
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Slot Synchronization
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1. What if there are 2 or more cells whose P-SCH/S-SCH arrives at the UE at the same time??1. What if there are 2 or more cells whose P-SCH/S-SCH arrives at the UE at the same time??

We will look We will look at the issue later but at the issue later but WHAT DO YOU THINK?WHAT DO YOU THINK?

2. Primary Scrambling Code planning has derived some techniques due the way the2. Primary Scrambling Code planning has derived some techniques due the way the
UE does the CELL SEARCH- Any Ideas?UE does the CELL SEARCH- Any Ideas?
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Handover problem due to Handover problem due to same P-SCH/S-SCH timingsame P-SCH/S-SCH timing

• We discussed about Slot/Frame Synchronization and how the UE does thisWe discussed about Slot/Frame Synchronization and how the UE does this

inorder to search for cell for it to handover to.inorder to search for cell for it to handover to.

new

Cell aCell a

Cell bCell b

Cell cCell c

1. UE is on dedicate mode with Cella

3. UE tries to Frame Synchronize to Cell b & Cell c BUT cannot

Since cell a and cell b have about the same Ec/No, it would be

difficult to identify the code group of each cell

4. Therefore the UE cannot detect the Cell b & Cell c and hence does not send a Measurement Report

to add any of these cells into the Active Set

these cells will now act as interferers!!

Soft ho regionSoft ho region

With Cells a,b,cWith Cells a,b,c

2. The P-SCH/S-SCH of Cellc and Cellb arrives in the mobile at

a. +-4chips difference
 b. Approx. similar Ec/No

timetime

+-4+-4

SCH

SCH

if we are driving, then there is not much of a problem as we can move out of the

 problem area fast as

a. Cell a’s Ec/No and Cell b’s Ec/No will be much higher or much

lower 

 b. one chip difference corresponds to about 70m. Therefore, the UE has

to move at most 4 chips or 280m away from cell a or b
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Handover problem due to Handover problem due to same P-SCH/S-SCH timingsame P-SCH/S-SCH timing
new

5. This is not really a problem for different sites as

 both sites have different timing(not SYNC!!) I.e. the SCH starts

transmitting at different times from the RBS

unless you can find a location where the signal is

about the same AND the SCH reached with +-4 chips

very remote chance for this actually!!

Cell aCell a

Cell bCell b

Cell cCell c

Soft ho regionSoft ho region

With Cells a,b,cWith Cells a,b,c

timetime

+-4+-4

SCH

SCH

6. This issue is mainly for sectors with one site as all these sectors

are synchronized i.e. the SCH is send at the same time for all 3

sectors within the same site!!

For this, we can use the parameter TCELL to offset

the timing. Say sector 1:Tcell = 1, Sector2:Tcell=2,

Sector3:Tcell = 3

each unit of TCELL = 256chips

7. It is not easy to detect this kind of problems unless you are

stationary/moving slowly and
the interference level in high coming from these

cells(higher traffic) or there is already a severe pilot

 pollution here

(I.e. without the soft handover gain, the UE is more

susceptible interference!!)
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Detecting Cell with same SCH Detecting Cell with same SCH timingtiming
new

• TIW scanner has the feature ‘SCH timeslot scanner Window’TIW scanner has the feature ‘SCH timeslot scanner Window’

•We can do a drive test with this window on and observe any timing issues!!We can do a drive test with this window on and observe any timing issues!!

These 2 cells are not a problem asThese 2 cells are not a problem as

a. chip difference In > 4chipsa. chip difference In > 4chips

b. Different Ec/No valuesb. Different Ec/No values

-2
-3

Time diff 1-2 = chip diff between strongest

SCH and 2nd Strongest

Time diff 2-3 = chip diff 2nd strongest

SCH and 3rd Strongest


